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Head On

The newest novel from Hugo award winning,
best-selling author JOHN SCALZI

A follow-up to his hit Near Future Thriller 
LOCK IN, HEAD ON is chilling near-future SF
with the thrills of  a gritty cop procedural

"As much as Scalzi has the scientific creativity of  a
Michael Crichton, he also has the procedural
chops of  a Stephen J. Canell to craft a whodunit
with buddy-cop charm and suspects aplenty―
most of  them in someone else's body." ―USA
Today

Hilketa is a frenetic and violent pastime where players attack each other with swords and
hammers. The main goal of  the game: obtain your opponent’s head and carry it through
the goalposts. With flesh and bone bodies, a sport like this would be impossible. But all the
players are “threeps,” robot-like bodies controlled by people with Haden’s Syndrome, so
anything goes. No one gets hurt, but the brutality is real and the crowds love it.

Until a star athlete drops dead on the playing field.

Is it an accident or murder? FBI agents and Haden-related crime investigators, Chris Shane
and Leslie Vann, are called in to uncover the truth―and in doing so travel to the darker side
of  the fast-growing sport of  Hilketa, where fortunes are made or lost, and where players
and owners do whatever it takes to win, on and off  the field.

April 2018, from TOR

Rights Sold: Audible, France, Germany, 

i

Don’t miss THE COLLAPSING EMPIRE
(March 2017, Tor)



Best Friends Forever

Top-notch psychological suspense from women’s fiction author WHITNEY
GASKELL launching the pseudonym MARGOT HUNT.

Sold to Harlequin/MIRA in a six figure, two book deal. BEST FRIENDS
FOREVER will be a Hardcover lead title January 2018

Translation rights are available

ii

Best Friends Forever

Best friends know each other's deepest
selves—if  not their darkest 

Kat Grant and Alice Campbell have a friendship
forged in shared confidences and long lunches
lubricated by expensive wine. Though they're
very different women—the artsy socialite and the
struggling suburbanite—they're each other's
rocks. But even rocks crumble under pressure.
Like when Kat's financier husband Howard
plunges to his death from the second-floor bal-
cony of  their South Florida mansion. 



We Are Legion (We are Bob)
First in the BOBIVERSE trilogy 

The runaway SFF hit, WE ARE LEGION (WE ARE BOB) written by Dennis
E. Taylor was contracted first for Audio rights by Audible and the ebook and
print editions were put out by the Ellenberg Agency. It was included onthe
“BEST OF 2016” list from Audible, and consistently hits the best-selling chart. 

The second book FOR WE ARE MANY debuted at #1 on Audible Best-Seller
list. 

ALL THESE WORLDS was published August 8th. It debuted at #1 on the Au-
dible store as well as was the #1 sale for Amazon that day. 

Translation rights to the BOBIVERSE series

sold in: China, Czech, France, Germany,

Hungary and Japan
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2013 Hugo Award for Best Novel for REDSHIRTS

Redshirts under Option with FOX. Netflix has optioned two short stories

Audible published Audio-Original titled THE DISPATCHER October 2016,

over 125,000 downloads to date.

John Scalzi
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#20

New York Times 

Hardcover 

Best-Seller List

August 2014

Lock In
a standalone near-future thriller

Tor -August 2014
Rights Sold

China, Czech Republic, France,

Germany, Hungary, Japan, Italy,

Thailand

Rights Sold: Audible, Czech,

France, Germany, 

Hungary and Korea

Old Man’s War Series
Old Man’s War-Tor 2005

The Ghost Brigades- Tor 2006

The Last Colony-Tor 2007

Zoe’s Tale-Tor 2008

The Human Division-Tor 2013

The End of  All Things-Tor 2015

Other titles by John Scalzi:

Redshirts-Tor 2013

Fuzzy Nation-Tor 2011

The Android’s Dream- Tor 2008

Metatropolis-Tor 2010

Agent to the Stars- Tor 2008

Hugo

Award

The Collapsing Empire
Tor -March 2017

Head On
a follow up thriller to Lock In
Tor-April 2018

John Scalzi returns with Head On, the standalone follow-up to the
New York Times bestselling and critically acclaimed Lock In. Chill-
ing near-future SF with the thrills of  a gritty cop procedural, Head
On brings Scalzi's trademark snappy dialogue and technological
speculation to the future world of  sports.

Rights Sold: Audible, France, Germany



Bobiverse Series is a runaway success for both Ebook and Audio. Book’s 2 

and 3 debuted at #1 on the Audible Best-Seller chart

Two new series’ contracted with Audible: Singularity Trap and World Lines

Dennis E Taylor

We Are Legion (We Are Bob)
Book one of  the BOBIVERSE series

The first book in the hit SF series BOBIVERSE, we fol-
low Bob Johansson as he wakes up a century after his
death to find that corpsicles have been declared to be
without rights, and he is now the property of  the state.
He has been uploaded into computer hardware and is
slated to be the controlling AI in an interstellar probe
looking for habitable planets. The stakes are high: no
less than the first claim to entire worlds. If  he declines
the honor, he'll be switched off, and they'll try again
with someone else. If  he accepts, he becomes a prime
target. 

Translation Rights sold: China, Czech Republic,

France, Germany, Hungary and Japan.

Don’t miss the rest of  the BOBIVERSE: 

For We are Many (Book 2)--April 2017

All These Worlds (Book 3)--August 2017
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“Terms of  Enlistment and Lines of  Departure are combat-grade Mili-

tary SF, and should come with an addiction warning.” —io9.com

47North and Jet City Comics releasing FRONTLINES:REQUIEM, a

comic series within the Frontlines universe. 

New Military SF series under contract. Details forthcoming

Marko Kloos

Points of  Impact
Sixth Book in the Frontline series

Humankind may have won the battle, but a new threat looms
larger than ever before…

Earth’s armed forces have stopped the Lanky advance and
chased their ships out of  the solar system, but for CDC officer
Andrew Grayson, the war feels anything but won. On Mars, the
grinding duty of  flushing out the twenty-meter-tall alien in-
vaders from their burrows underground is wearing down troops
and equipment at an alarming rate. And for the remaining ex-
trasolar colonies, the threat of  a Lanky attack is ever present.
47North - February 2018
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Books in the Frontlines Series:

Terms of  Enlistment-47North 2013

Lines of  Departure-47North 2014

Angles of Attack-47North 2015

Chains of  Command--47North 2016

Fields of  Fire--47North 2017
Rights Sold: Czech Republic, Germany, Hungary, Poland.



Nebula Award Nominee

Joseph W. Campbell Award nominee

Contributor to The Year’s Best Science Fiction (St. Martin’s, 2005)

James Cambias

A Darkling Sea

Tor- January 2014

Rights Sold: Germany, Russia

Corsair
Tightly plotted near-future thriller about space-piracy. 

“A potboiler that fans of  Cambias’ previous excellent work will
wish to investigate.”--Kirkus Review

Tor- Spring 2015

Science Fiction/Fantasy 4

Rights Sold: Japan, Russia

Audio sold to Audible



New York Times Best Seller

Three concurrent Military Sci-Fi series in print with Avon

SOLAR WARDEN--just sold new three book series to HarperCollins

Ian Douglas
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Dark Mind
Book seven of  the Star Carrier series

Avon- April 2017

Darkness Falling
Second book in the Andromedan Dark series

HarperCollins- November 2017

Star Carrier series:
Earth Strike-Avon 2010

Center of  Gravity-Avon 2011

Singularity-Avon 2012

Deep Space-Avon 2013

Dark Matter-Avon 2014

Rights Sold: Czech Republic, Poland, UK.

Warstrider Series
Republished as ebooks by the Ellenberg Agency

Warstrider

Warstrider: Rebellion

Warstrider: Jackers

Warstrider: Symbionts

Warstrider: Netlink

Warstrider: Battlemind

Warstrider: The Ten Billion Gods of  Heaven

Other titles from Ian Douglas:



Andre Norton

The Carp Faced Boy and Other 
Stories

Beautiful, haunting, and grotesque, The Carp-Faced Boy and Other Sto-
ries offers stories reminiscent of  traditional Japanese folktales alongside
contemporary horror fiction. Matsuura’s unique voice, in its poignancy
and lightheartedness, is unforgettable.

Independent Legions--February 2017

The Estate of  Science Fiction Grand Master Andre
Norton is controlled by the Ellenberg Agency. 20 titles
are currently being republished by Open Road Media
with additional titles forthcoming from our Agent
Sponsored Publishing. 

Recent rights sales:
Witch World-- China
15 Titles--Germany

Science Fiction/Fantasy 6

Terri Matsauura



Top selling ebook military SF on Amazon, Now launching new series

with HarperVoyager: FLAMES OF REBELLION

270 thousand copies sold in 18 months

Japanese rights sold to Hayakawa

Jay Allan

Shadow of  Empire
First book of  the Far Stars series

Harper Voyager - November 2015

Rebellion’s Fury
Second book in the Flames of  Rebellion series

A group of  rebels fighting for independence sows the seeds of
revolution across the galaxy in this blockbuster military sci-fi ad-
venture from the author of  the Crimson Worlds and Far Stars
series.
Harper Voyager - April 2018

Science Fiction/Fantasy 7

Funeral Games
Third book of  the Far Stars series

Harper Voyager - January 2016



“Big ideas, epic thrills, and an unlikely paper-pushing hero you’ll

never forget. Just when you think you know what’s next, the book lev-

els up spectacularly” -John Scott Tynes

New two book series under contract with Tor

Ferrett Steinmetz

The ‘Mancer Series
March 2015 October 2015
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September 2016

The Uploaded

Angry Robot--September 2017

In the near future, the elderly have moved online and now live within the
computer network. But that doesn’t stop them interfering in the lives of
the living, whose sole real purpose now is to maintain the vast servers
which support digital Heaven. For one orphan that just isn't enough – he
wants more for himself  and his sister than a life slaving away for the dead.
It turns out that he's not the only one who wants to reset the world...

Angry Robot

Rights Sold: Hungary 



N.S. Dolkart

Among the Fallen
Second book in the Godserfs series

The Gods are Drawing Battle Lines

In wake of  the battle of  Silent Hall, the city of  Ardis is reeling,
its leaders frightened and disorganized. The remaining oracle of
the god Ravennis has resurfaced there and is spreading a new
gospel – one in which Ravennis is the new Lord of  the Under-
world. Narky is swept up in the promotion of  his religion, even
while the prevailing church of  Magor tries to put down its up-
start rivals. 

Angry Robot - April 2017

Rights Available

Yahtzee Crowshaw

Will Save the Galaxy for Food
A not-quite epic science fiction adventure about a down-on-his
luck galactic pilot caught in a cross-galaxy struggle for survival!
Space travel just isn't what it used to be. With the invention of
Quantum Teleportation, space heroes aren't needed anymore.
When one particularly unlucky ex-adventurer masquerades as fa-
mous pilot and hate figure Jacques McKeown, he's sucked into
an ever-deepening corporate and political intrigue. Between
space pirates, adorable deadly creatures, and a missing fortune in
royalties, saving the universe was never this difficult

Dark Horse - February 2017

Audible Best Seller!

Science Fiction/Fantasy 9



Author of  the critically acclaimed science fiction quartet, The Entire

and The Rose which was shortlisted for the ALA Reading List awars

and three times for the Endeavour Award

New two book deal to SAGA (Simon and Schuster)

Kay Kenyon

At The Table of  Wolves

An alternate history fantasy novel about a young woman living in an
alternate WWII timeline where the psychic trauma of  WWI has

caused people across the world to develop extrasensory abilities. She
gets entangled in a dangerous game of  spycraft where the stakes may

be as high as winning or losing the war
Book one of  a two book deal to Saga!
Saga/Simon and Schuster-July 2017

The Serpent in the Heather
Book two of  the Dark Talents series

Summer, 1936. In England, an assassin is loose. Someone is killing
young people who possess Talents. As terror overtakes Britain, Kim
Tavistock, now officially employed by England’s Secret Intelligence
Service, is sent on her first mission: to the remote Sulcliffe Castle in
Wales, to use her cover as a journalist to infiltrate a spiritualist cult that
may have ties to the murders. Meanwhile, Kim’s father, trained spy Ju-
lian Tavistock runs his own parallel investigation—and discovers the
terrifying Nazi plot behind the serial killings.

Saga/Simon and Schuster-April 2018
Translation Rights Available

Translation Rights Available
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Thoraiya Dyer
Echoes of  Understorey
Second book in the Titans Forest trilogy

The highly-anticipated fantasy debut from Aurealis and Ditmar
Award-winning author Thoraiya Dyer, set in a giant mythical rainfor-
est controlled by living gods

TOR- January 2017

An ambitious young woman fiercely chases her destiny through
an enormous, lush forest in Dyer’s superb, epic, and hypnotic
debut--Publishers Weekly Starred Review of  Crossroads of
Canopy

The Realms of  God
Book three in the Shards of  Heaven Series

This multipronged tale is dense with action and incident; it's grounded
in history, mythology, and religion, but not weighed down by them.
(Publisher's Weekly)

TOR- November 2017

Shards of  Heaven (First in the series)--November 2015 from Tor
Gates of  Hell (Second n the series) --November 2016

Translation Rights sold: Czech Republic

Michael Livingston
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Fourth book in the ELEMENTAL BLESSINGS series to be published

this Fall

Entire backlist sold to Orion for UK publication

Sharon Shinn
Science Fiction/Fantasy 12

Translation Rights Available

Unquiet Land
Fourth book in the Elemental Blessings series

Ace Hardcover-November 2016

Other titles in the Elemental
Blessings Series:
Troubled Waters- Ace 2010

Royal Airs- Ace 2013

Jeweled Fire- Ace 2015

Shifting Circle series:
The Shape of  Desire- Ace 2012

Still Life with Shapeshifter-Ace 2012

The Turning Season- Ace 2014
Translation Rights Available

Twelve Houses series:
Mystic and Rider-Ace 2005

The Thirteenth House- Ace 2006

Dark Moon Defender- Ace 2007

Reader and Raelynx- Ace 2007

Fortune and Fate- Ace 2008



“Attractive characters and an imaginative setting."

—David Drake, author of  the Lord of  the Isles series on The Summoner.

New epic fantasy series sold to Solaris

Gail Martin

Translation Rights Available
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Scourge: A Darkhurst Novel
New series from Solaris

When Rigan Valmonde’s youngest brother Kell is kidnapped,
Rigan and his older brother Corran set out to find him. They
discover that Kell and dozens of  others have been murdered,
sacrificed to feed a supernatural monster raised by a power-
hungry guild master. Rigan and Corran, in their grief, swear
that they would sell their souls to avenge their brother.

Be careful what you say. The gods have ears.

Solaris-- Summer 2017

Shadow and Flame
Fourth Book of  the Ascendant Kingdoms
Saga

Orbit-March 2016

Translation Rights Available

Other titles in the Ascendants 

Kingdom Saga:

Iced Forged January 2013

Reign of  Ash August 2014

War Of  Shadows April 2015



Aurelias Award Finalist

Three concurrent fantasy series available from HarperCollins Australia

and Orbit USA

Five book Tarnished Crown Series from Orbit beginning Fall 2014

Karen Miller

The Prince of  Glass
Second book of  the Tarnished CrownSeries

International bestselling author Karen Miller's
second book in her most ambitious and exciting
fantasy series to date -- epic fantasy at its bold-
est, bloodiest best.

Orbit - Fall 2017

Translation Rights Available

Dutch rights sold

Other Series by Karen

Miller

Kingmaker, Kinbreaker

The Godspeaker Trilogy

The Fisherman’s Children

For More Information Contact HarperCollins

Australia’s Rights Department

The Falcon Throne
First book of  the Tarnished Crown Series

Harcia is torn apart by royal brothers who could not accept
a lesser inheritance. Balfre, son of  Aimery, Duke of  Harcia,
is his father's heir. But he dreams himself  the king of  a
Harcia re-united, and his brother Grefin, their father's fa-
vorite, stands in his way. Harald, debauched Duke of
neighboring Clemen, has other plans. And caught between
dangers is Harald's infant son, Liam. Stolen by his nurse,
vanished into the lawless Marches, he is the spark that will
grow to set the world on fire.

Science Fiction/Fantasy 14



Vaughn Heppner

Lost Starship
Ten thousand years ago, a single alien super-ship survived a desperate
battle. The vessel's dying crew set the AI on automatic to defend the
smashed rubble of  their planet. Legend has it the faithful ship contin-
ues to patrol the empty battlefield, obeying its last order throughout
the lonely centuries. 

Rights sold to Hayakawa

Desperate Fire
Fourth book in the Angel in the Whirlwind series

Also the successful self  published author of  the Ark Royal series.
Rights sold to Hayakawa.

Audible to publish first 9 books in the ARK ROYAL series in
Audio 

Translation Rights Available

Chris Nuttall

Science Fiction/Fantasy 15

We control the rights to Heppner’s extensive backlist, ask for a list
of  titles!



2009 Prix Aurora Award Winner

“Chane makes a splash with this spectacular epic-feeling stand-alone

fantasy debut." - Publishers Weekly (starred review) for Magebane

Edward Willett

The Cityborn
DAW- July 2017

When high class Alania is banashed to the slums
below the City of  Koroveros on her eighteenth
birthday, she bands together with Danlyk who
grew up in the Canyon, to find her way back, and
exact revenge on the corrupt Prime Minister
Krenz who sent her there. 

Science Fiction/Fantasy 16

Faces
Written as E.C. Blake

The Masks of  Aygrima trilogy concludes with this spectacular
final installment.  

DAW- July 2015

Make sure to check out the first two books in the Masks of  
Aygrima series:
Masks-November 2013
Shadows-August 2014



Psychological suspense two book deal sold to Harlequin/MIRA 

Pseudonym for Women’s Fiction author WHITNEY GASKELL

Margot Hunt

Best Friends Forever

Best friends know each other's deepest selves—if
not their darkest 

Kat Grant and Alice Campbell have a friendship forged
in shared confidences and long lunches lubricated by
expensive wine. Though they're very different
women—the artsy socialite and the struggling subur-
banite—they're each other's rocks. But even rocks
crumble under pressure. Like when Kat's financier hus-
band Howard plunges to his death from the second-
floor balcony of  their South Florida mansion. 

MIRA--January 2018

Translation rights are available
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More than four million copies of  the Undead series in print

New York Times and Buchreport Bestseller

New Series from Berkley Debuting in 2016 entitled Deja Who

MaryJanice Davidson

Deja New
From the author of  the New York Times bestselling Undead novels comes
a delightfully addictive new series about past lives and bad habits—and one
woman paranormally predisposed to getting at the bottom of  both. It’s her
job.

Berkley - November 2017
Translation Rights Available
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Undead and Done
Book Fifteen in the Queen Betsy series

Vampire Queen Betsy Taylor continues her rule in Hell in the
scorchingly funny finale to the Undead series 

Berkley-October 2016

Rights to the Undead series sold: 

France, Germany, Hungary, Japan, Italy, Korea, Poland, Romania,

Russia, Spain, Serbia, Taiwan, Thailand, Turkey, UK.

NYT

Bestselling

series



New York Times Best Seller

“Fun, Fast, and fabulously sexy!”  
—USA Today

“[A] sexy, engaging world…will leave you begging for more!”
—New York Times bestselling author Cheyenne McCray 

Christine Warren

Translation Rights Available

Translation Rights Available
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Hard Breaker
Sixth book in Gargoyle Series

From New York Times bestselling author Christine Warren comes
Hard Breaker, the sixth book in her Gargoyles series where even the
most beastly gargoyle is able to win the heart of  a beautiful human fe-
male.

St. Martin’s- October 2017

Other titles in the Gargoyle series:

Hard as a Rock-St. Martins March 2015

Stone Cold Lover-St. Martins September 2014

Heart of  Stone- St. Martins December 2013

Rocked by Love-St. Martins March 2016



New York Times Best Seller, USA Today Best Seller

Call of  Crows series written as Shelly Laurenston

"Laurenston is the queen of  paranormal romances that mix over-the-
top humor, eccentric characters and sexy, crazy plots to produce ad-
dictive stories you won't want to put down." --RT Book Reviews

G.A. Aiken

The Unyielding
Third book in the Call of  Crows series

Kensington- March 2017

Rights sold in Germany

Translation Rights Available

Romance/Women’s Fiction 20

Hot and Badgered
First book in the Honey Badger series

A new paranormal series from NYT and USA
Today best-selling author SHELLY LAUREN-
STON follows a group of  female Honey Badger
shifters. 

Kensington-March 2017

Other titles in the Dragon Kin series:

Dragon Actually

About a Dragon

What a Dragon Should Know

Last Dragon Standing

The Dragon Who Loved Me

How to Drive a Dragon Crazy
Rights for the Dragon Kin series sold: Germany, Thailand, Turkey

NYT 

Best-Selling

series



The Junior Library Guild chose SEND as their Fall 2012 Paperback

Pick

Publisher’s Weekly says of  SEND “...the ethical debates raised will 

engage readers”

Patty Blount
Young Adult 21

Some Boys
Sourcebooks- August 2014

Nothing Left To Burn

Sourcebooks- August 2015

TMI 
Sourcebooks - August 2013

The Way It Hurts

Sourcebooks- August 2017



Award winning Non-Fiction Childrens book author

Critically acclaimed new biography of  Buffalo Bill out from Roaring

Brook

With Eric Rohmann, exciting new NF Picture book GIANT SQUID

from Neal Porter books

Candace Fleming

Presenting Buffalo Bill:The Man
Who Invented the Wild West
In this skillfully crafted biography of  Buffalo Bill, Fleming separates
facts from the larger than life tales he presented to captive audiences
all over the world.With copious archival illustrations and a handsome
design, it makes the great showman come alive for new generations. 

Three starred reviews 

Roaring Brook- September 2016

Fatal Throne: The Wives of  Henry

VIII Tell All

giant squid is one of  the most elusive creatures in the world. As large
as whales, they hide beyond reach deep within the sea, forcing scien-
tists to piece together their story from those clues they leave behind.
In this beautiful and clever nonfiction picture book about the giant
squid, Candace Fleming and Eric Rohmann explore, both visually and
poetically, this hidden creature's mysterious life.

Neal Porter Books--September 2016Translation Rights Available

Translation Rights Available

Children’s/Illustrated 22



New York Times Best Selling author

Caldecott Honor Award winner

Nationally syndicated animated series My Friend Rabbit on NBC 

Eric Rohmann
Children’s/Illustrated 23

Bone Dog
Roaring Brook Press-July 2011

Rights Sold: Korea

Last Song

Roaring Brook Press-
September 2010

Translation Rights Available

Clara and Asha

Roaring Brook-August 2005 The Cinder Eyed Cats

Crown-October 1997

Time Flies

Crown-March 1994
A Kitten Tale

Knopf-January 2008

#5

NYT 

Best-Seller

January

2008

Other titles by Eric Rohmann: 

Giant Squid
Written by Candace Fleming
The giant squid is one of  the most elusive creatures in the world. As
large as whales, they hide beyond reach deep within the sea, forcing sci-
entists to piece together their story from those clues they leave behind.
In this beautiful and clever nonfiction picture book about the giant
squid, Candace Fleming and Eric Rohmann explore, both visually and
poetically, this hidden creature's mysterious life.

Neal Porter Books--September 2016

Translation Rights Available 2017 Sibert Honor Book 



Travis Langley

Batman and Psychology

Travis Langley edits this fascinating volume combining Pop Cul-
ture and Psychology (the first in a series now published by Ster-
ling). In his 

Wiley-June 2012

His topselling series controlled by Sterling has foreign sales in
the following territories:

China

Non Fiction 24



Publisher of  top LGBTQ fiction, everything from romance and 

erotica to commercial fiction and novellas. Publisher of  top 

authors such as: Abigail Roux, SE Jakes, LA Witt and more!

Extensive list of  properties available on request. 

Foreign sales to: France, Italy, Germany, Japan 

Riptide Publishing

Risky Behavior (Bad Behavior Series)
By LA Witt and Cari Z January 2017

From one of  the genre’s biggest stars, LA WITT, and hit author Cari Z
comes a new series of  romantic suspense. Two books in the series so
far, more to come. 

PW Starred review:  "Fast and harrowing . . . as satisfying as it is
thrilling."

Pansies
From RITA Award winning author ALEXIS HALL 

Fourth book in the linked SPIRES series. Rights to others books in
the series have been sold in Italy, Germany,

RITA NOMINEE 2017 

Rights Available

Publishers 25

Rights Available

Insight (The Community Book 1)
By Santino Hasell

Paranormal m/m trilogy by Santino Hassell. Also the author of  hit
series FIVE BOROUGHS (available on request).

“Hassell's talent shines in this cross-genre tale." -- Publisher's Weekly



Cutie and the Beast (Fae Out of

Water series)
By EJ Russell

New best-selling series of  modern day urban fantasy. Two ti-
tles out, more to come

Blue Water Bay

This collaborative story world is brought to you by eleven award-
winning, best-selling LGBTQ romance authors: L.A. Witt, L.B.
Gregg, Z.A. Maxfield,  Heidi Belleau, Rachel Haimowitz, Anne
Tenino, Amy Lane, SE Jakes, G.B. Gordon, Jaime Samms and Ally
Blue. Each contemporary novel stands alone, but all are built
around the town and the people of  Bluewater Bay and the Wolf ’s
Landing media empire. 

A hit series for RIPTIDE, there are 22 titles in the Universe, all
available for translation!

Base Instincts
A Demonica Story--By Larissa Ione
Rights sold in France, Germany, Italy

Hit Urban Fantasy Novella, multiple translation sales

Top Titles from RIPTIDE 

Publishers 26
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